It sounds great to say that all humans are equal, that human rights are unquestionably universal. But in such a large and diverse world, are there ideas and values that can truly be called universal? Do universal values come from an objective body of thought transcendent above humanity, or do they represent the values formulated under the auspices of the powerful? Central to the contested role of morality and justice in international politics is whether or not states are bound, or should be bound, by some objective and universal morality. If there is indeed such a morality, do states have an obligation to subject their policies and interests to a universal standard of justice? If not, is there any hope of creating a true world community of people?

Whether or not such an achievement is possible or desirable, it is beyond the scope of the current world order. The international system, comprised as it is of a society of sovereign states, necessarily stands as a barrier to universal morality. The ideal of cosmopolitanism, envisioning humanity as a singular and unified moral community, is impossible in a world where the primary political unit is the state.[1]

I briefly introduce the argument for cosmopolitanism before going into the grounding for my claim. In defending this claim, I look at the importance of states as the principal agents in international politics. I also explore the environment in which states operate in today, drawing connections between the modern world and different conceptions of the state of nature. Next, I discuss the importance of nationalism in shaping identity and distinguish international morality as a consensus of different state moralities from universal or cosmopolitan morality. Finally, I address the relationship between world society and world government, applying the framework of cosmopolitanism in the absence of a world government to global distributive justice.

It is important to make clear what this paper is not. It is not a claim one way or the other about the existence of universal morality or world justice. I do not speculate on the content of such a conception of morality or justice. It is also neither an apologetic nor polemical writing on the current international system. It may be true that universal morality does not exist or that the world would be better off with a world government. But, while these questions may be hinted at, I do not directly address them. What I focus on in this paper is the idea that universal morality, whatever its content may be, is impossible as long as the primary political unit remains the state.

Beitz and the Argument for Cosmopolitanism

In his seminal work *Political Theory and International Relations*, Charles Beitz constructs the foundation for a normative theory of international relations. He labels his theory as “cosmopolitan” and contrasts it with both the skepticism of international morality and the morality of states.[2] Beitz quickly dismisses the position of the skeptic on the grounds that one cannot believe that there are no moral restrictions for states without endorsing a general view that there are no moral restrictions for individuals.[3]

The second position, the morality of states, is derived from the conceptualization of international relations as a Hobbesian state of nature. International morality is impossible because of the constant state of war in the absence of a common coercive power. What we have is a collection of different moralities whose source lies in the state. Beitz engages this argument by disputing the claim that international relations is analogous to Thomas Hobbes’ state of nature. He posits that the international system fulfills none of the criteria necessary to be classified as a Hobbesian state of nature.[4]
From here, Beitz introduces his idea of international morality. Without specifying its precise content, he argues that there is a standard which imposes requirements on the actions of states without necessarily linking to self-interest.[5] This is the opposite of political realists like Hans Morgenthau, who argued that morality was one thing to be weighed in relation to the greater goal of interest.[6] For Beitz, interest is one thing to be weighed in relation to the greater idea of morality.[7]

The basis for a cosmopolitan ideal also conflicts with the way Hedley Bull viewed the international system, as a society of states (or international society). Such a society exists when a group of states are aware of common interests and values, work through common institutions, and “conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of rules in their relations with one another.”[8] While Bull’s conception of international politics is a far cry from the realists’ state of war, it maintains the state as the crucial actor of international relations and shuns cosmopolitanism as viable within the current system.

The Importance of States as Principal Agents

Thus far, I have not challenged Beitz because I do not necessarily disagree with the points summarized above. The problem is that he claims his cosmopolitan ideal for a universal morality “is not equivalent to, nor does it necessarily imply, a political program like those often identified with political universalism, world federalism, or ‘world order.’”[9] A very similar idea can be found in the work of Immanuel Kant, who argued that the cosmopolitan right of nations, as well as the state of perpetual peace, would be based on a “federation of peoples.”[10] This federation would not be the same as an international state; Kant considered the rights of states in light of their relation to one another and not “welded together as a unit.”[11] Beitz draws a distinction between moral and political structures, arguing that global principles can be realized without a global state.

However, this distinction is artificial at worst and problematic at best. One cannot separate moral and political structures because the former flow from the latter. The principal agent determines morality. In domestic society, people are the principal agents. It is from people that government is created, that conceptions of morality are given substance. The state represents an aggregation of will because it – theoretically at least – maintains order for the sake of the interests and goals of society as defined by society.[12] This is true for Hobbes as well. On some level the establishment of the sovereign requires the rise of a power greater than others to dominate. However, consent from the people is also vital because the people are authors of this establishment in that they transfer the rights of governing themselves to the sovereign.[13] The state then embodies the will and goals of society, although at the same time the ruling body has power to choose those goals and the best ways of achieving them.[14]

From principal agents (people) comes the political structure (the state). From the political structure comes society’s concept of justice. Moral structures are a vital component of domestic society. Augustine said that if you take justice out of a kingdom, what is left is nothing but a “gang of criminals on a large scale.”[15] However, it is society and not morality that is prior to the political construct. Before the political structure is in place, society may simply be a great mass of people with similar values. The establishment of a state gives voice and substance to morality, transforming society from a great mass into a unified body working towards defined societal ends.

In the international realm, morality flows from the principal political structure, the state. Beitz’s condition that states be the only actor in the international sphere need not hold in order to maintain states as the source for morality in international politics. All that is necessary is to establish that states are principal agents. This is a rather easy task. It is difficult to imagine an actor of greater importance than the state. Whether in the news, in school, or in daily conversation, states are the main focus in international affairs.

For neorealist Kenneth N. Waltz, the state is the “acting unit” of international politics despite being an abstraction.[16] This is because the state is an established unit to a degree that its decisions are largely seen as the decisions of the whole. State policy is formulated, presented, and accepted as the general will of the state. Dissenters within are either those who failed to translate their convictions into concrete change, or those who perceive their long run interest in remaining loyal and attempt to influence decision-making from within.
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domestically accepted means[17]. Moreover, in times of crisis, any effort to garner a nearly unanimous backing for foreign policy is likely to succeed. The sense of states as unitary actors draws upon “not only indigenous factors, but also the antagonisms that frequently occur in international relations.”[18]

Although there are exceptions, the field of political science largely views the state as the main actor of world politics.[19] This does not deny the importance of non-state actors. International organizations, terrorist groups, transnational movements, and corporations are just a few examples of the non-state actors that are becoming increasingly more important. Yet, many of these actors largely exist in relation to states. Relations with states often define non-state actors. International organizations are comprised of states. Terrorist groups often react against states. Most individuals cannot influence international politics except through the apparatus of the state.[20] Despite the rise of privatized monopolies of violence, transnational networks, and global interdependence, there is little evidence that these factors will displace the relations between states as the main driver of international politics.[21] Various NGOs have been able to function as norm entrepreneurs, reaching within states to create and reshape social norms. However, that there is a need for such non-state actors to do this implies the importance of states as acting units. The state is primary conduit for concrete action and change in the international system. The fact that NGOs seek to influence social norms within a state does not challenge this assertion, but rather reinforces the need to direct state action because of its importance.

While some abstract and objective body of morality might theoretically exist in the clouds, it will generally be imperfectly embodied and enforced by any institution that is composed of a multitude of sovereign units. The source of morality is not the greater institution tasked with enforcement but the political units that comprise the institution. The argument that legitimacy in international politics descends from a “willowy, disembodied international level rather than handed upwards from concrete, legitimate democratic publics… virtually invites abuse on the part of elites who are then free to interpret the will of the international community to suit their own preferences.”[22] Beitz’s critique of the morality of states rests on his refutation of international relations as a Hobbesian state of nature. But, all that is needed to establish the morality of states is that the state is the primary political unit of the international system. Beitz’s critique is insufficient to dismiss the morality of states. The cosmopolitan morality that he calls for cannot truly emerge until the source of morality no longer lies at the level of the state. In other words, the main political unit of international relations must change.

Understanding the Condition of International Relations

Acknowledging that states are the principal agents of international relations does not mean that the interaction among states must resemble a Hobbesian world. Beitz’s critique of realism is valid on many levels. Of course, one can easily conceive of the world as a more uncertain and dangerous place than any particular state. The size and diversity of the world, acting “like a confluence of waters,” implies that there is more potential for danger compared to any other conceivable community.[23] However, this alone does not prove that the international system is analogous to Hobbes state of nature.

In an international Hobbesian state of nature, we would expect to see no binding agreements between states in the absence of a regulatory power. Yet states appear to frequently abide by international treaties and customs despite the lack of such a regulatory body. In Hobbes’ international world, states would have the “posture of gladiators” with “their weapons pointing and their eyes fixed upon the frontiers of their kingdoms.”[24] However, we do not see this as the dominant feature of international relations today. International anarchy has not prevented international trade and cooperation. Furthermore, the possibility of war breaking out between states at any moment is not so overwhelming that international order is only a fantasy. Just as order in a domestic society is not maintained solely by fear from the supreme power, so it is that other factors such as “reciprocal interest, a sense of community or general will, and habit or inertia” play a role in maintaining order in the international sphere.[25]

A common realist challenge to these points is that many states simply have a coincidence of interest. When states do not have to sacrifice anything substantial, then there is no real cooperation. What some label cooperation, realists simply see as coordination of different policies towards the same common interest. For Morgenthau,
international law exists because of the distribution of power in the system and identical or complementary interests among states.[26] States sign treaties when it is in their interest and do not sign when it is not. However, this is far too simplistic to be an effective counter-argument because it assumes that state interests are fixed. The treaty making process plays a role in shaping the interests and goals of states. It is a “creative enterprise through which the parties not only weigh the benefits and burdens of commitment but explore, redefine, and sometimes discover their interests.”[27] Treaty making is a learning process.[28]

It is also very difficult to explain overall compliance with international agreements. Such a sweeping statement about how states generally observe treaty obligations cannot be supported by any rigorous statistical or empirical calculus.[29] Even Morgenthau concedes that there are moral rules that prevent states from taking certain actions of political expediency.[30] Moreover, to say that a state observes international agreements only when it aligns with its interests is tautological. At some level, a state always sees it in its interest to comply. To argue that morality or law is largely irrelevant based on coincidence of interest is to miss the point in the first place. The importance of international law is not found in “the willingness of states to abide by its principles to the detriment of their interest, but in the fact that they so often judge it in their interest to conform to it.”[31] Indeed, there have been many examples of a “restraint in the exercise of power, of [a] refusal to exploit an advantage, where the motive seems to have been… better relations.”[32]

As opposed to Hobbes’ condition of everyone against one another, Bull argues that the international system bears much more resemblance to John Locke’s state of nature.[33] Like Hobbes, Locke’s world is devoid of a common power. However, the Lockean version has a “Law of Nature” that obliges everyone not to “harm another in his Life, Health, Liberty, or Possessions.”[34] Not only is each person the executor of the law, but all rulers of “independent governments… are in a State of Nature” with one another.[35] Correspondingly, states in the international system are the ones who interpret and execute international law. Men can make compacts and agreements with one another without leaving the state of nature, explaining how states can make international agreements amongst themselves without ending the state of nature in the international system.

Locke also distinguishes between the state of nature and the state of war. Entering the latter requires “Word or Action… [by] Design, upon another Mans Life.”[36] The state of war, when one threatens the life or freedom of another, entitles the threatened person to fight until the “actual force is over” and the state of war comes to an end.[37] Just war theory seems an appropriate international analogy to the distinction between a state of nature and a state of war among men. As in Locke’s division, just war theory highlights not only when war is an appropriate measure to take – at its core for self-defense, although modifications to the theory have expanded the reasons for war – but also what constitutes just conduct in war.[38]

Since just war theory has been a long-accepted practice among states, it seems clear that sets of expectations, maybe even reciprocity, play a role in international politics similar to their role in Locke’s state of nature. As the principal agent in international politics, a state has an inherent right to protect the lives of its citizens and the political territory that constitutes itself. Beitz argues that war under the justification of self-preservation disappears once the scope of “national survival” extends beyond the protection of the state’s citizens.[39] However, this assertion cannot possibly hold if states are considered the principal agents of international relations. It is not just the people that comprise the state but also the territory, the institutions, the regime, and the relationship among all of these elements. As a political community, states have the right to self-preservation of their whole because an attack on a state is an attack “not only [on individual] lives, but also [on] the sum of things [the people] value most, including the political association they have made.”[40]

Nationalism and Identity

The following story is a familiar one. People are said to be of a nation because they were born from the earth. The god that fashioned people mixed different metals or elements into each person’s body at birth: gold for the rulers, silver for the defenders of the order, and iron and bronze for the rest of the masses. In this society, everyone has a particular role in caring for and defending the land.[41] The purpose of Plato’s noble lie was to foster a sense of nationalism and make people willing to fight, and if necessary die, for the protection of their land. The myth served...
the purpose of “making [the people] care more for the city and one another.”[42] Nationalism, then, is simply a social and political construction.

Of course, we do not need to analyze Plato to realize this underlying truth of nationalism. Simply looking at territorial borders today can illuminate the point as well. Consider many post-colonial regions such as the Middle East, Southeast Asia, and Africa. Most of the countries in these places today did not exist a century ago. Are we to expect that the countries of Tanzania, Iraq, or Cambodia actually embody a national group united in ethnic, religious, historical, and linguistic heritage? Or consider Belgium, where the division between the Flemish and the Walloons has led some to say that Belgium “does not exist.”[43] The idea of national identity corresponding to national boundaries appears ridiculous in the case of Indonesia, where one country encompasses thousands of inhabited islands and hundreds of ethnicities and languages.

Yet this social and political construction has been one of the most influential forces in world affairs. Nationalism helped drive a majority of the revolutions in the twentieth century. Today, nationalism stands as one of the strongest barriers to Beitz’s cosmopolitan ideal. Nationalism is not inherently bad, but it is often used to differentiate people. Collective bonding can often “bolster our narrow selves” by providing a limited but intensely strong base of support that gains influence at the expense of broader connections with those in different crowds.[44] Because nationalism clearly defines an “us” and a “them,” it can lead to polarized and unfavorable views towards people who are not part of the same national group. Often, the “gifts of inclusion” are accompanied by the “adversity of exclusion.”[45]

It is important not to exaggerate national identity too much. After all, one type of identity does not completely define a person. An Irish citizen living in Ecuador can identify with the culture in both countries while also being a Buddhist. One of the most distinguishing traits of humans is that we are defined by a multiplicity of identities which can change in terms of relative importance depending on the context.[46] The problem generally occurs when one particular identity is emphasized over all others. What Amartya Sen calls “choiceless singularity” can have the devastating effect of not only reducing the capacity of social and political reasoning but also igniting hatred and violence.[47] However, it is clear that Plato’s noble lie, despite being a myth, holds much relevance in the world today. National identities cannot be dismissed simply because they might be social constructions. Just as there is some truth in most stereotypes, there is also some truth in most national identities. What is important is not so much whether or not people can actually be defined in terms of multiple identities, but rather how people respond when faced with singular classifications.

For example, Lee Kuan Yew, the former Prime Minister of Singapore once explained the fundamental difference between Western and East Asian values with this qualification: “[W]hen I say East Asians, I mean Korea, Japan, China, Vietnam, as distinct from Southeast Asia, which is a mix between the Sinic and the Indian.”[48] Whatever the reality of the differences between and among East Asian and Southeast Asian cultures, Lee Kuan Yew clearly saw a particular identity that grouped Korean, Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Singaporean cultures together while excluding Malaysian, Thai, Laotian, Indian, and Burmese cultures.

Another example is the Shia community of Iraq. Shias constitute a majority of both Iraq and Iran. In the war between these two countries during the 1980s, Iran urged the Shias of Iraq to rise up and overthrow the ruling Ba’thist regime. Iran’s leadership appealed to commonalities in religion and belief, as well as their oppressed condition under Saddam Hussein. But while some of Iraq’s Shias did follow Iran, many were unconvinced and continued to support their national government, despite the fact that Hussein’s government was predominately Sunni. Even though Shias in both countries were linked by the bonds of faith, most Iraqis pledged their allegiance to the Iraqi territorial state.[49]

Morgenthau defined world public opinion as “opinion that transcends national boundaries and that unites members of different nations in a consensus with regard to at least certain fundamental international issues.”[50] After the First World War, many people accepted the definition of self-determination found within President’s Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points. Groups struggling for independence would repeatedly assert the right of self-determination with Wilson’s speech as the philosophical foundation and justification. Morgenthau also argued that
the victory of nationalism in the twentieth century signaled the death of the internationalism and shared morality that was present in nineteenth-century Europe. [51] If world public opinion can be said to exist today, nationalism is one of those fundamental international issues over which there is a consensus. Most people in the United States probably see themselves as the “us” and Mexicans, Japanese, Russians, French, and Iranians as the “them.” This is true all over the world. By nature, humans tend to identify more with people in their more immediate environments.

Because state sovereignty embodies nationalism, the support of world public opinion for nationalism is also support for maintaining the current state system. Of course, there are broad movements of people who argue that all humans are entitled to the same rights. A person suffering in Darfur should receive the same moral consideration as someone enslaved by the Burmese military junta. People in underdeveloped countries are humans just like those in Canada or Britain. But right now, the strength and exclusivity of nationalism prevents the notion of humanity as a single moral community from emerging. Until world public opinion moves away from the current conception of nationalism, cosmopolitan morality will remain impossible because “world society and universal morality [will] not exist.” [52]

“International” Morality vs. Cosmopolitan Morality

While I argue that universal morality is impossible under the current international system, I do not deny that it is possible for a majority of states to come to a general consensus on the content of morality as it applies to states. For example, virtually all states have signed and ratified the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Putting aside the fact that current adherence to the UDHR is laughable, perfect compliance and enforcement are not required to make the declaration part of an international morality. As with law, a system of moral restraints does not mean that specific rules are never disregarded. In any example where “conformity between actual and prescribed behavior can be regarded as a forgone conclusion,” making rules would be meaningless. [53]

However, there are two things to keep in mind. First, we are a long way from an ideal scenario where the gap between actual and prescribed behavior simply represents the measure by which we can understand what the moral rules clearly are. Right now, this gap represents a serious shortcoming of international law, not a solidification of its content. To recognize that international law and morality exist and influence states does not mean that these forces are effective in influencing state behavior. The decentralized nature of international law and morality is one factor that makes their source so ambiguous. In addition, there is a serious flaw in that the subjects of morality and law are also arbiters and enforcers. [55] An actor as the subject, interpreter, and enforcer of morality and law is problematic in both the international realm and the Lockean state of nature since states and humans are generally “partial to themselves and their Friends” and overly harsh on their enemies. [56]

Second, an alignment of the morality of states towards a consensus on the content of morality as it applies to states is not the same as Beitz’s universal morality. We can call it international morality insofar as it is a morality shared by a large portion of the international community. However, it is not the same as a universal conception of morality. This is not simply semantics with words. An international consensus of the morality of states may greatly resemble a cosmopolitan morality in theoretical content, but this consensus still has the focus of morality on states rather than people. The moral structure lacks a corresponding political structure — such as a world federation or world state — and the existence of state sovereignty prevents a truly universal conception of morality from emerging. The status of international morality will remain as it is now until states make a pact to transform the primary political unit of international politics into something capable of embodying universal morality.

Why a World Community Needs a World Government

Morgenthau addressed the possibility of a world state emerging through two possible ways: conquest or the unification of many sovereign territories into a single federal state. He dismissed conquest as simply impractical and impossible, noting that most historical political structures established through conquest rarely survived the lifetime of the founders. [57] Regarding unification into a federal state, Morgenthau provides the examples of Switzerland and the United States. These could easily be conceived as models for a world state because both
originally had a number of territories that gave up individual sovereignty for a broader political identification. However, in both cases there was already a "preexisting moral and political community… [needed for]… any state… expected to endure."[58] In the case of the United States, sovereignty was more nominal than actual. The thirteen colonies also shared the same language, the same national experience, the same heritage, and the same or similar culture. From this, we can see that just as "[t]he community of the American people antedated the American state,… a world community must antedate a world state."[59] The European Union is a better example – one not available to Morgenthau during the writing of his book – since many states have relinquished some national sovereignty and entered a supranational community.[60]

The emergence of a world community would also mean that world society has found a set of shared values and goals to work towards. If world society came to embody the goals and values of cosmopolitan morality, then they would be obliged to create a corresponding political structure such as a world federation or world state. This obligation arises because the goals and values of cosmopolitanism cannot be embodied by the system of state sovereignty. World society would have to reform the principal agent of international politics. Choosing not to do this would mean one of two things: a failure to recognize the limitations of the sovereign state system or a false claim to believe in cosmopolitan morality. Either way, universal morality would remain a pipe dream.

Imagine attempting to achieve distributive justice on a world scale under the current state system. Although the concept of distributive justice has been defined in different ways, we can consider its fundamental principle to be a more equal allocation of rights and resources among all people in a given society (city, state, world, etc.) based on their need.[61] Beitz’s international distributive justice stems from the ideas of states as interdependent cooperatives and the natural distribution of resources as morally arbitrary.[62] Taken to its logical end, Beitz’s argument is that states do not have inherent entitlements to resources and that they should distribute these resources among humanity as a whole, giving more to those who need more. The problem with this principle of international distributive justice in a world of sovereign states is that it views the world in terms of humans when the main political unit is still the state. Global distributive justice conceives of world order with humans as the principal unit, but under a system of state sovereignty any “framework of international order is inhospitable” to these cosmopolitan forms of justice and morality.[63]

Applying distributive justice on a global scale without changing the principal agent of international relations undermines the central purpose of distributive justice, to achieve a better distribution of rights and resources for humanity. Distributive justice in a world where the sovereign state system remained in place would entail a transferring of resources to states and not individuals – since in such a world the state would still represent the aggregate will of its society on an international level. Bull points out the practical problem in that a more equal distribution of wealth among states would not necessarily lead to a more equal distribution among individuals.[64] A state that receives development aid can choose not to appropriately channel it to its people, relying on sovereignty to limit the power of outside actors to impose conditions.

Undoubtedly, this could also be a problem in a world state. After all, the central government of a state cannot easily keep track of all the aid it gives to domestic actors. Corruption and other abuses of power in domestic society can prevent a proper distribution of resources. This would only be magnified on a world scale. The absence of state sovereignty may reduce this problem, but we can imagine an analogous (although probably lesser) difficulty in a world state where the greater size and complexity of the system would make it more difficult to keep track of resources and enforce principles of distributive justice. However, the greater normative problem remains. Despite whatever practical outcomes occur, a global redistributive principle in a world of sovereign states means that the direct recipient of rights and resources are states, not individuals. If a cosmopolitan conception of morality includes an application of this principle for humanity, then a failure to reform the condition of international relations accordingly is tantamount to a failure of global distributive justice.

Conclusion

The current form of international relations as a system of sovereign states necessarily stands as a barrier to cosmopolitan morality. This is because states are the principal agents of international politics. International
morality – whatever its content – rests at the level of the state. It is impossible to conceive of any form of universal morality in a system of sovereign states. The manner in which nationalism can powerfully shape identity is another substantial obstacle to emerging conceptions of global morality and human justice.

While a universal political structure such a world state could embody conceptions of cosmopolitan morality, a world society must exist prior to the creation of any form of world government. This makes the odds of a universal morality emerging anytime soon quite low, since the current consensus of world public opinion is more in favor of exclusive nationalism than an embrace of humanity as a single moral community. This is not to say that it will always be impossible to achieve the cosmopolitan morality that Beitz argues for. However, the achievement of such a moral structure will need to accompany the creation of a parallel political structure if it is to last. As long as the source of morality lies in the state, realizing a truly universal morality will remain out of reach for international society.
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